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Selection, natural or artificial , is the force beh1nd 
all animal and plant i mprovement.. From earl1eat hist ory, i t 
was considered a good agricultural practice to save t he best 
seed or plants for propagation. Aa a result , plant s now dif-
fer widely from their progen1 tors and generally better serve 
the needs of mankind . The present level or plant performance 
1s largely the cumulat1 ve result of selection. Many of the 
characters under selection pressure by early plant breeders 
were simply inher1 ted or highly heritable. The response to 
this selection therefore was quite noticeable . Current breed-
ing programs , however, often do not involve simply inherited 
traits . Selection must be directed toward complex quantit a-
tively inherited oharaet ers for continued improvement . This 
increase in complexity :requires an i ncrease in selection skill 
and a refinement of selection methods . 
The study report ed herei n was undertaken to compare sev-
eral methods of selecting for earliness, frui t size, and 
yi eld 1n an early generation of a tomato cross . It was hoped 
that s uch a comparison would reveal techniques by which con-
current i mprovement of these econom1oally i mport ant characters 
could be accelerated. 
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LITERATURE REVI EW 
Methods of breeding self- pollinated and cross-pollinated 
plants have developed from early fundamental studies by V11-
mor1n, Mendel, Johannsen, and their contemporar1es as indicated. 
by Hayes et al . ( 18). Much of this work concerned the effects 
ot single plant selection in naturally self- pollinated. crops. 
John Le Couteur and Patrick Shirreff (1n Hayes 18) were among 
the first cereal breeders to use individual plant selection. 
Propagation of superior plants appearing i n fields and main-
tenance of separa.te plant progenies resulted 1n over-all im-
provement in performance. Hallett (1n Hayes 18), in 1857, 
confined his selection to the superior head of a given plant , 
further selecting 1nd1v1dua1 grains within each head. This 
method, repeated in s l.lbsequent years under the most suitable 
cultural oond1t1ons , resulted in the development ·Of Chevalier 
barley. Although Hallett 's experimental design appears less de-
sirable than that of his predecessors , Le Couteur and Sh1r::reff , 
1t provided an opportunity to study pr ogenies during different 
seasons and to select for superior p erf ormanoe. 
The most notable contribution of the nineteenth century 
to an understanding of the effects of selection was made by 
Louis de Vilmorin , who conceived a method of line selection 
involving progeny test s . This method became known as the 
"Vilmorin Method" or "V1lmor1n Isolat1on Principle". V1lmor1n 
applied this method t o four varities of wheat, seleot1ng the 
best plants 1n each generation for fifty consecutive years . 
In spite of this selection , Vilmor1n was not able to detect 
changes 1n appearance. However, continuous selection for 
high sugar content in sugar beets during the period 1850 to 
1862 resulted in marked i mprovement. This work revealed the 
difference in the effect of selection in a self- pollinated 
crop as compared w1th a cross- pollinated species. 
Early in the present century , Johannsen provided an 
understanding of selection in self- pollinated crops , defining 
pure lines and their genetic mechanism, a.ccording to Myers ( 30). 
Johannsen•s work revealed that continuous selection does not 
have an accumulative genetic effect in self - pollinated crops. 
Selection, in this instance , 1s a screening process by which 
the performance levels of plants can be separated 1n a hat er-
ogeneous population. Many workers have shown tha t a. popula.-
tion may be improved only when the frequency of superior in-
di vlduals increases. Johannsen's results w1t h beans showed 
that selection has no such effect w1th1n pure lines and that 
"such va riations as appears are merely fortuitous and are not 
transmitted". Although the pure line method of selection has 
resulted in considerable i mprovement of self- pollinated field 
and vegetable crops , most of this success is related to the 
heterogeneity of populations within which plants were selected. 
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Pure-Line eelection in field crops 
The breed1ng of wheat by «single line selection" in the 
Unit ed St ates resulted in the development of several important 
varieties . OJ.ark (6) report ed that the outstanding among 
t hese va riet1es was Kanred, select ed by H. F. Roberts from t he 
variety Cri mean . From 554 wheat heads selected in 1906, 
Kanred ras developed as a strain superior to the parent and to 
sister selections. 
Harlan (15) indicated tha t the T:rebi variety of barley , 
once extensively grown in the northern plains and. Rocky Moun-
tain sta t es , or1ginated as a single plant selection from bar-
ley introduced from Turkey in 1906. Kindred, a stem-rust 
resistant variety , was develop ed from a single ru.st-free p lant 
found in a field of Wisconsin Pedigree 3? i n 1935. 
According to St anton (36) t he discovery of an obvious 
"off type 11 plant i n a n oat variety r esulted in the development 
of a superior var1ety , Fulghum. Fulghum subsequent ly wa s re-
selected resulting in sueh i mport ant pure-line strains as 
Kanota, Frazi er , and Franklin. 
Nearly all vari eties of seed flax distri buted i n the 
United St a.tee between 1900 and 1940 were developed by pu.re 
line selection. Dillman ( 7) reported that Pr1most , developed 
by W. M. Hays a t the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, 
was selected 1n 1894 as a blue- flowered variant from White 
Dutch. The wilt r esistant varieties developed by H. L. Bolley 
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(:3) , were single-line selections . In addition to the wilt-
resistant selections from introduced seed lots , a few varie-
ties such as Pr1most, Linota , and Newland originated as 
selections from commerical varieties. 
Pure-Line selection in vegetable crops 
Pepper According to Boswell (5) , Mi ller developed a 
number of highly uniform, intensely colored, productive 
strains of Tabasco and Cayenne Peppers. In 1935, Tabasco 
10-1 and Tabasco 10- 2, were developed from the locally grown 
strains of the crop s. Similar selection by S. D. Riegel , re-
sulted 1n Perf ect1on, a. va riety apparently adapted to condi-
tions 1n the southern United States . 
Peas and beans Pure-line selection in peas has been 
found to be a highly satisfacto~y met hod for developing fuea:r-
ium wilt resistance. Asgrow No. 40 and Str1dah were derived 
from Giant Stride or similar material introduced in 1930 and 
1931. Wade ( 41 concluded that individual plant selection 
had been of great importance for increasing the desirable 
characters in beans and peas. 
Tomato 
Variety i mprovement Some early attempts had been 
made to i mprove tomato performance by selection. Boswell (5} 
indicated that A. W. Livingston and the Livingston Seed Com-
pany had introduced more new varieties t han any single private 
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group. Paragon, a chance seedling , was their first introduc-
tion in 1870. The variety, Acme , was developed from a single 
superior plant 1n a field of mixed stock and was 1ntroduced 1n 
1875. Livingston next r eleased Golden Queen in 1882, Favorite 
1n 1883, Beauty 1n 1886, Potato Leaf in 1887, Stone in 1887, 
and Royal Red 1n 1892. The latter variety was selected by M. 
M. Miesse from seven similar plants found 1n a field of Dwarf 
Champion . In 1903, Dwarf Stone was introduced from a chance 
seedling 1n Stone. Of the varieties introduced by Livingston , 
Stone and Globe are among the most important. Plants of these 
t wo varieties are still grown on a limited scale, and many new 
varieties include St one and Globe in their pedigrees. 
Boswell (4) reported that t he Santa Clara tomato, an im-
portant variety grown for canning 1n California , was the re-
sult of a single plant select1on made in 1923 from a variety 
called Trophy or Canner (not the old original Trophy). In 
1928, the California Station released California 55, a selec-
tion from Santa Clara developed through careful inbreeding. 
This selection had smooth fruits, high yield, and more intense 
red color than the original. 
Effects of selection Myers (27) reported that 
progenies of selections from Earl1ana and tchless for gener-
al fruit characters usually were 1nfer1or to the original se-
lections. The results showed some selections to be superior 
to the parent plants , while others were inferior. Myers 
( 28 1 29) later found t hat the progenies of selections were 
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more uniform tha n the parent variety. Myers concluded that 
there was no ownula tive effect fr om continuous selection. The 
different lines isola t ed by Myers were homozygous b1otypes 
occurring in t he parent variety. 
Hayes and Jones ( 17) report ed t hat self-fertil ization in 
four commercial var1 eties of tomatoes did not cause any si g-
nificant changes 1n product ivi ty. Selfing d1d result 1n the 
isolati on of s uperior and inferior t ypes (or lines ). 
Leslie and Rosa ( 22), by single pl a nt s election, 1solat ed 
many lines from the variety Santa Clara Canner ther eby, i ndi-
cat ing that t hi s vari ety was highly het erogeneous . The lines 
isolated were very di stinct and compari sons with the parental 
types showed some to be super1_or 1n canning quality and equal 
to the parent 1n s carcity of seed, size of fruit s , interior 
charact er1st1cs and resi st ance to fusariwn wilt. 
St a rring ( 37) compar ed the average yi elds of 29 selected 
strains with those of six parental strains . The difference 
was sli ghtly i n f avor of the parent s . Hovever, t he perf or 
a.nee of the five best selections exceeded tha t of the parents. 
A report from the Indiana Agriculture Experiment St ation 
(39 ) concluded that "at least some progress i s being made for 
the selection wor k . Thirty of the Baltimore select1ons 1 the 
parents of' which yi elded f rom t en to fift een t ons , in 1920 
produced an a verage of 20. 76 tone; i n 1921 forty- one selec-
tions, t he parent s of which yi elded 15 to 20 tons in 1920 ; 
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produced an average of 22 . 19 tons in 1921. The tomato from 
high yielding plants gave an increase of 1. 41 tons per acre." 
Selection for d1sease r~sistance Several workers 
have selected strains of tomatoes resistant to wilt caused by 
Fusarium lycopers1c1 . This work was 1n1t1a ted by Essary (9) 
and by Edgerton (8 ) in 1910. Two years later , Essary dis-
tributed a re s istant strain simila r to the va riety Beauty . 
This strain was d.eveloped by mass selection from a diseased 
fi eld near Gibson, Tennessee , and became known a s Tennessee 
Red. Edgarton (8) announced his fir st wilt-resistant sort in 
1912. Thi s strain, Louisiana Wilt Resistant , was developed 
from a single resi stant pl ant in a badly i nfected field of 
Acme. 
Pritchard ( 33) , work1ng with fusar1um wilt r esistance , 
concluded that selected single plants within such strains 
usually tra nsmitted to their progenies the same degr ee of re-
sistance . In general , repeated selection did not give an in-
crease in resistance to t his disease . 
Holmes ( 19 ), working in New Jersey with resi stance or 
tomato to spotted- wilt virus , selected six true- breeding lines 
with high r esistance . 
The result of the selection and va rietal work during this 
time was a gradual increase 1n the level of performance for 
numerous plant characteristics . It i s clear, however, that 
this type of selection would have diminishing r eturns . Meth-
9 
ods of selection, therefore , have become somewhat more refined 
in efforts toward further genetic advanoe , particularly for 
characters of low or moderate heritability. 
Breeding systems and selection 
Since the rediscovery of Mendel ' s research at t he turn of 
the century , selection usually has been preceded by hybridiza-
tion. Most of the current breeding systems may be classified 
under t wo philosophies, described by Akerman and Mackey in 
1948. One of these has been termed "recombination" and the 
other ttt ransgressi ve" . The ob j ect1 ve of the former 1 s the re-
combinat 1on of the desired characteristics of both parents in 
one variety. The objective of the latter approach is t he se-
lection of rare genotypes wh1ch transgress beyond either of 
the parents for a given charact eristic . The second philos-
ophy depends upon specific oomb1n1ng ability, 1.e. t he abi lity 
of the parents to g1ve extreme segregates when crossed. Re-
gardless of the philosophy involved, the breeder must consider 
the inheritance pattern of the characters to be i mproved. 
This pattern , in turn , influences the methods by which se-
lection and testing are conducted. Numerous studies therefore 
have been initiated to determine the mode of inheritance of 
economically i mportant charact ers . In addition , interesting 
and carefully controlled experiments of replicated early 
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generation progeny trials have been designed to study evalua-
tion procedures. 
Early generation selection and testing In the pedi-
gree or bulk methods of breeding, the first replicated test 
for evaluating quantitative characters is often conducted 
aft er the F6 to F8 generation. Certain crosses may produce 
many superior offspring. Other hybrids between apparently 
promising parents may produce disappointing progeni es . The 
specific combining ability depends on complex interaction 
systems among genes and not upon the appearance, yield, or 
adapt ation of the parents. Therefore, in both the pedigree 
and bulk systems of breeding, any method permitting early 
elimination of materials of low pot ential would be clearly 
advantageous. All improvement programs have size 11m1tat1ons, 
and the el1m1nation of poor segregates would increa se the 
probability of finding superior plants or lines 1n the remain-
ing material. Early gener ation tests designed to predict 
later generation performance have been evaluated by several 
investigators as a method for accelerating improvement. 
Harrington (16) found that the behavior of F2 wheat 
plants was a good indication of subsequent progeny behavior 
for rust reaction, maturity, plant height 1 and seed characters. 
Seed yields of F2 plants and subsequent generations , however, 
were not closely related. Selection for seed yield among F3 
families di d not appear to be effective, based on the F4 prog. 
eny behavior. 
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I rnmer ( 20) compared the yi eld d1stribut1on of t he F2 with 
that of the parent s i n a barley cross . The results indicated 
that the yields of F2 spaced plants were det ermined largely by 
envi r onment al factors . I mmer concluded that t he environment a l 
vari ance of seed yields among F2 plants was responsible for 
most of the variation among them. Taylor and Atkins ( 38) con• 
eluded that yields of bulked barley crosses would have their 
greatest predictive value when the bulk popula t ions were not 
subject to ma jor changes caused by strong selection pressure. 
At kins and Murphy (1) attempted to determine the r elation 
between the early generation performance of a bulked p opula-
tion of 10 oat crosses and the behavior of l ines select ed from 
t he bulk populations i n the F7 and Fa generati ons. The auth-
ors concluded that bulk progeny t ests in early generations 
were of limited use in predicting the yleld of lines select ed 
in subsequent generat1 ons . Furthermore; a considerable number 
of hi gh-yielding segregates were obtained fro m i nf erior early-
gener at1on populations• 
Weiss et al . (44) attempt ed t o obtain fundamental infor-
mation on soybean breeding methods during several generations 
of selection. A positive relationship was found between F2 
' plant ~ and t heir F3 progeni es for maturity a nd plant hei ght. 
The seed yield of' spaced F2 plants was of little value in 
predicting F3 or F4 progeny behavior. Kalton (21) a l so found 
t hat soybean seed-yield measurements of spaced F2 plants were 
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of little value in predicting the yield pot ential of their F3 
and F4 progenies. Furthermore, F3 line yield t ests of F3 lines 
did not seem t o be closely correlated with those or lines ex-
tracted from them in l a ter gener a tions. Kalton found , however, 
that plant hei ght , lodging reaction, and maturity measurements 
made on spaced F2 plants in ea eh of 25 crosses provided· a rela-
tively good estimate of average progeny performance for the 
same ohar .cterist1cs in F3 a nd F4 generations. Mahmud and 
Kramer ( 25) tested F4 popula t ions made up of bulks of equal 
quantities of seed from individual F3 soybean plants. In ad-
dition , F3 and F4 11nes wer e t ested 1n the same year to avoid 
interaction with season. These workers concladed that F3 
lines provided good estimates of the yielding potential of 
later generat1on segr egates when genetic shift and environ-
ment al interaction wer e t aken into account. Re.eber and Weber 
( 34) attempted to det er mine t he efficiency of bulk and pedi-
gree selection for soybean seed yi eld by evaluating F6 prog-
enies. In this study, selection for yield on the basis of 
superior single plant s was as successful as selection based 
on early testing . Alt hough F6 lines differed somewhat in 
maturity and height , these differ ences were not sufficient to 
aff ect yielding abi l ity, as indicat ed by low correlation co-
efficiertts bet ween these characters and yield. Voight and 
~eber (40) compared the effectiveness of sel ection methods 
to 1mpr·ove yield in soybean crosses. These worker s indicated 
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that F5 11nes selected by a torm of early- generation (F4) 
t esting in five soybean cros ses were superior in yield t o 
t hose sel ect ed by bulk and pedigree methods . These lines , 
selected by the early-generation method, tended to be s i mila r 
in maturity and height and superior in lodging resistance to 
those selected by the bulk and pedigree met hods of breeding. 
These studies reflect the preference of many workers for 
the selection of simply inherited characters in ea rly genera-
t ions . Simply inherited characters would include certain 
disease reactions , morphological fea tures , and other ohar-
act er1st1cs not grea tly modified 1n expression by environment 
(highly heritable) . This early selection holds the number of 
strains to be evaluated within working l i mits . Selection in 
f ield crops , therefore, begins with highly heri table char-
act ers and proceeds , in l a t er generations , to t hose of a mor e 
complex nature. 
Alt hough this type of selection has been shown to be ef-
fi~ient i n fi el d crops breeding, p roblems a rise Nith such 
crops as the tomato because of the l a rge space and hi gh labor 
requirement for ea.ch p lant . Peirce and Currence (32) beli eved 
tha t early t esting for such quantitatively inherit ed char a cter s 
as yield, earliness and fruit ize was of definit e value :tn 
i mproving t omat o performanc e. These investigators suggest ed 
that selection in tomato mi ght b~ justified on the basis of 
t he herit ability and interrelationshi ps of three quanti t a tively 
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1nher1ted chara cters . Estimates of genetic correla t i ons among 
fruit size, yield , and earliness indicated that deteriora tion 
of over-all performance could oceur if early s election were 
confined to simply 1nher1ted or highly heritable chara cters . 
Her1tab161ty Heritability 1s a r a tio estimating the 
proportion of total varia tion tha t is of hereditary nature . 
Heritability va lues f or quantitatively inherited cha r a cters 
:are among the f ew par ameters that indicate the efficiency of 
selection. The compar a tive e ff1c1enoy of va r i ous breeding 
plans ~ill depend on the magnitude of the heritability esti-
mate of oha:raoters under selection pressure. As this estimate 
approaches unity , the genetic component r epresents more of 
the total var1ation. and selection efficiency i ncreases . A 
low estimate indicat es either that genet1e variation 1s lack-
ing or tha t it is masked by strong environmental forces . I n 
t his i nstance, sel~ct1on 1thout prior testing bec omes diffi -
cult if not futile , and t he testing process , also , becomes 
l ess dependable . 
The total variance or the phenotyp1c difference can be 
expressed 1n a linea r fashion, aa follows. 
2 2 2 2 o P -= u H * u& t a(EH> 
2 
where: <)p 1s the phenotyp1o va riance, 
~H2 
~ 1s the genetic va riance, 
~j eompr1ses environmental variance , 
and ,,_,. 2 i s the variance representing 1nteraot1on of 
"' ( Ii) 
genotypi c and environmental effect .a. 
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Covariance terms would be included if the envi ronment and 
genotype were correlated. Fisher (10) explained the geno-
typ1e variance by d1Viding thi s variance in three parts. 
l . additive genetic variance arising from t he a.verage 
2 
effects of genes ; UG. 
2. dominance variance arising from interactions of 
2 
alleles ; c("n . 
3. epist at i o variance arising from i nt eractions of non 
alleles or 1nterat1ons bet ween loci; ~f: 
The equation of t he total vari ance thus would be 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
c(p = clG + V-n + VI + u E + UcEH) . 
Lush ( 23, 24) described heritab111ty in terms or variance 
components in both the broad and the narrow sense. Heritabil-
ity 1n the broad sense i nvolves the functioning of the geno-
tyPe as a unit in the 1nd1v1dual. Herit abi l ity in thi s in-
stance is defined as the ratio of genotYP1c variance to the 
2 2 2 
total variance, expressed as a percentage , or UH j up :::. l/G + 
2 2 ; 2 2 2 2 2 
tJD + VI cJG -t ifn -r VI + U-p; + o( EH ) percent. A 
genotype , however , i s seldom transmitted as a unit. Instead, 
genes segregate and recombine . Heritability in the narrow 
sense indicates the proportion of total variation attributable 
to additive or average effects of genes. Thi s proportion is 
expressed as 2; 2 2/ 2 2 2 2 cl G tTp = trG VG +VD -t c/1 -t fT E -t- 2 u (EH) percent. 
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Heritability in the narrow sense , therefore, estimates t he 
f raction of differ ences between parents which may be recov er ed 
i n their offspring. Robinson et al . (35) concluded that the 
additive genet ic variance indicates the degree to which th e 
progeny a r e l i kely to re semble their parents. 
Depending on the s t atistical method employed, a numerical 
estimate of heritability usually 1s bet ween the na rrow and t he 
broad defi nitions , almost always including some ep1stat1c a nd 
dominance va riance. This value also may include variance 
caused by non-linea r or joint eff ects of h eredity and environ-
ment. Assuming no domi nance or ep1stasis , the heritability 
val ue wi l l be the same 1n the broad or narrow sense. Sever a l 
met hods for computing heritability have been described by 
Rob1naon et al . ( 35) , Warner ( 42) , Fisher et al. ( 11), ther 
(26 ), Bartley and Weber ( 2), Weber and Moorthy (43 ) Frey a nd 
Horner ( 12) •· and Griffing ( 14) . 
Her1tab111ty values have been estimated for a number of 
agronomic crops . Very few studies have b een conducted with 
vegetables . Peirce ( 31) estimat ed values of 75%, 39%, and 38%, 
respectively, for tomato fru1t size , yield and earliness . 
Predicted and observed selecti on result s in t his experiment 
indicated. t hat fruit size could be easily i mproved. Signifi-
cant i mprovement also was r ealized in selecting for yield in 
early gener a tions. Peirce concluded that selection efficiency 
might be i mproved by early- generation selection for yield and 
17 
earliness, since addit ive genetic va riance apparently was not 
deficient. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Plant material 
The material for this experiment originated with the 
cross NeEp- 3 x Early Chatham. The parent , NeEp- 3, is a sun-
dwarf mutant exhibiting shortened 1nternodes when grown under 
high light intensity. This mutant 1s the r esult of a single 
r ecessive gene (sd). However, some modifying factors may in-
fluence the degree of dwarfing. Early Chatham 1s a deter-
minate plant , small- fruited and early i n comparison with Ne-
E p- 3. This variety was developed from a cross of Redskin 
and Victor, according to Graham (13). 
In 1960 t wenty F3 selections from the F2 of this cross 
were grown 1n a trial consisting of 8 replicates. Selections 
from these F3 lines provided material for the experiment re-
ported herein. Plant s within this F3 material were selected 
according to the following groups: 
Group 1 . A total of 8 single plant s were selected vis-
ually from the F 3 plantings without rega.rd to 
field location or line . Selection in this 
insta nce was based upon rejection of late ma-
turity and small fruit s1ze. In addition, 
selection favored t hose plants with a heavy 
concentrated set of fruit on a compact vine 
ha ving adequate leaf cover. 
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Group 2. S1x plants were selected on the basis of sta-
tistical results in the F3 trial . Within eaoh 
of three lines superior for yield, earliness , 
and fru1 t size , respect1 vely , selections were 
made for two individual plants that excelled 
1n the other traits . Thus , in the largest 
fruited 11ne , single plants were selected for 
high yield and earliness . Similarly, in the 
earliest line, single plants were selected for 
high yield and large fruit size . In the high-
est yielding line , single plants were selected 
for large fruit size and earliness. 
Group 3. Three strains were developed from remnant F3 
seed of genetically stable lines superior in 
yield , earliness , a nd fruit size, respectively . 
The coefficient of variation for each 11ne was 
used as an indication of genetic stability. 
One F3 plant of each of these lines was selfed 
to provide comparable F4 mat erial . 
'!'able l lists t he seventeen seleetions. The characters 
for which each was selected are noted adjacent to each entry. 
Also included in the 1961 field design were 3 checks (Group 4) 
- Fireball, Moreton Hybrid (F1 ), and Mocross Surprise (F1 ) . 
Fireball and Moreton Hybrid were felt to be a guide for 
20 
Table 1. 1961 tria l entries, including seventeen F4 stra ins 





















































Basis ot selection 






l argest fruited selection 
in highest yiel ding line 
earliest flowering selection 
1n highest yielding line 
l argest fruited selection 
in ea rliest flowering line 
highest yiel ding selection 
in earliest fl owering line 
earliest flowering selection 
in l a rgest fruit ed line 
hi ghest yiel ding selection 
in l a rgest fruited line 
r emnant F3 s eed. 00 , progeny 
sup eri or ror earI"iness , low c.v. 
r emnant F3 seed® , progeny 
superior fru1t size, low c.v. 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Strain 
no. Pedigree Group Basis Of selection 
17 (20-59) ® 3 remnant F~ seed®, progeny 
superior or yield, low c.v. 
18 Fireball 4 check 
19 Moreton 
Hybrid (F1) 4 " 
20 Mocross Sur-
prise CF1 ) 4 " 
earliness ; Moreton Hybrid and Mocross Surprise provided a 
check for superior fruit size and yield. 
Fi eld design 
The 1961 design was a randomized block consisting of four 
replicates of twenty plots each. Each plot included 9 plants 
of which 8 were used for measurement. Plants were spaced 3 
feet apart 1n rows 6 feet apart in an attempt to avoid compe-
tition. The ninth plant 1n each plot was the variety Fireball. 
A row of Fireball pl a nts was also pl anted around the trial 
to serve as guard. The entire trial required an experimental 
area or 13680 square feet. The field location was felt to be 
r el atively uniform. Therefore, an attempt was made to reduce 
22 
error through the us e of square r eplicates and long, narrow 
plots. 
Greenhouse and field Rlanting 
Seeds were treated with Captan a nd sown 1n the greenhouse 
on April 17 in 2t x 2~ peat pots filled w1th soil m1xture con-
sisting of 4 parts loa m, 2 parts p eat and 1 part sand. Three 
to four seeds were p l a ced in each pot and l a ter thinned to a 
single plant. Pl a nts were transferred to the field location 
on May 15. The experiment locat i on had r eceived an applica-
tion of 10-20-10 fertilizer a t a rate of 400 lbs/a cre. Imme-
diately after transplanting, the surfa ce of the soil a round 
each plant was dusted with 5% Dieldr1n granular 1nseet1cid e 
for cutworm control. The f ew plants that were injured or 
kil led during the first week 1n the field were repl a ced. 
Plant notes 
Yield was r ecorded 1n pounds per plot a s the total weight 
of rip e fruit. Harvesting began in July and was concluded in 
August. At the final harvest, the weight of ma ture green fruit 
was included a s total yield. Earliness was measured by t wo 
crit eria. The date on which each plant produced its fir st 
cluster of a t lea st 3 open flowers was recorded. In a.dd1t1on, 
the weight of ripe fruit for each plot up to and 1nelud1ng 
the date on which ea.oh plot produced a t least l ripe fruit was 
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taken. Fruit size was computed as the total we1ght per 
plot divided by the number of harvested fruit per plot . 
Statistical analysis 
Comparisons in the statistical analysis were organized 
according to following grouping of entries: 
Group 1. . a strains selected by visual observation 
(Strains 1- 8 in Table 1) 
Group 2. 6 strains selected on the basis of line and 
single plant performance 1n replicated F3 
tests {Strains 9- 14 in Table 1 ) 
Group 3. 3 strains selected as remnant of superior 
progeny with lowest c . v. ' s 1n F3 teat 
{St rains 15-17 in Table 1 ) 
Group 4. 3 checks (Strains 18- 20 in Table 1) . 
The general breakdown for the analysis of variance 
employed for eaeh character 1s as follows : 
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Source of variation 
Replicates 
Degrees of rreedom 
Entries 
Visual selection 
Plant and line selection 
(a) Comparison of the line selected 
for a given character with the 
other 2 lines 
3 
19 
(b) Comparison between the 2 lines not 
selected for the given character 
(c) W1th1n highest yi elding line, com-
parison between the 2 seleot1ons 
(d) W1th1n earliest floweri ng line, 
comparison between the 2 selec-
tions 
(e) Within largest fruited line, com-
parison between the 2 selections 
Remnant F3, selfed 
(a) Comparison of the strain selected 
for the given character with the 
other 2 st rains 
(b) Comparison between the 2 strains , 
not selected for the given char-
acter 
Group comparisons 
(a) Group 4 (checks) vs. others 
(b) Group 1 vs. 2 and 3 




















The orthogonal comparison between groups wer e made as follows : 
Com12arison Grou.12 l Grou12 2 Grou:e 3 Grou12 4 
(a) Group 4 (checks) vs. 
others + 1 -T 1 T- 1 - 3 
(b) Group l vs. 2 and 3 + 2 -1 - 1 0 
(a) Group 2 ve. 3 0 + l - 1 0 
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EXPERI MENTAL RESULTS 
In t he 1961 trial, strains 4 , 7, 11, and 15 segregated 
for plant type. A number of dwarf plants appeared. Unpub-
lished results have indicated that these dwarf plants yield 
les s than normal segregates , and the fruit were observed to 
be of smaller size than those borne on determinate plants . 
The average performance of strain 15 , in particular, was af-
fected by this segregation and also by foliage diseases . In 
this stra-1n there were 14 dwarf plants among a total of 32 
plants . Eight dwarfs appea red in strain 11 and only 4 dwarfs 
1n both strains 4 and 7. This segregation indicates that se-
lection pressur e 1n early selfed generations did not eff ect 
rapid homozygos1ty for all loci. The 18.ta, however, were an-
alyzed as usual without sp ecial consideration for these dwarfs. 
Interpretation of the data did take this segregation into con-
siderat ion. 
Selection for earliness 
Earliness in F3 material (1960 trial) was selected by 
earliest flowering date . The test of the progenies of these 
selections included an evaluation of early yield, as well as 
the date of flowering. 
Evaluat i on of early flowering The analysis of vari-
ance for the average number of days from field planting to 
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Table 2. Variance analysis of 1961 average number of days 
from field planting to first flower cluster 




Single plant & line selection 
11 & 12 vs . 9, 10, 13 & 14 
9 & 10 vs . 13 & 14 
11 vs. 12 
13 vs. 14 
9 vs . 10 
Remnants 
15 vs. 18 & 17 
16 vs. 17 
Group comparison 
Checks vs. others 
Group 1 vs. 2 & 3 




*Significant at the 5% level. 
























12 . 28** 
2 .00 














Table 3. Average earliness in number of days from field 
planting to f1rst flower cluster for F4 progenies 
of seventeen F3 selections and for three check 
var1et1es 
Strain 
no. Basis for selection Mean Significance* 
15 remnant seed, progeny S\l-
per1or for earliness 26.78 a 
2 visual selection 28.41 b 
16 remnant seed, progeny su-
perior for fruit size 28.97 b e 
18 Fireball. Cheek 29.59 b c d 
12 highest yielding selection 
in ea rliest flowering line 29.97 0 d e 
17 remnant seed, progeny su-
perior for yield 30·. 31 c d e t 
14 highest yielding selection 
in large et fruited line 30.38 c d e t 
3 visual seleot1 on 30. 69 d e f g 
9 largest fruited selection 
in highest yielding line 30.59 d e f g 
5 visual selection 30.66 d e f g 
11 largest fruited selection 
1n earliest flowering line 30.66 d e f g h 
7 visual selection 31. 34 e f g h 
10 earliest flowering selec-
t1on in highest yielding 
line 31.47 f g h 
*Values with an alphabetic letter 1n common do not dif-
fer s1gn1fleantly by using Duncan ' s multiple range t est. 
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Table 3 (Continued). 
Strain 
no. Bas1s for selection Mean Significance* 
13 earliest flowering selec-
ti on in largest fruited 
line 31.88 g h 1 
1 visual selection 32.03 g h 1 
a visual selection 32.28 h 1 
6 visual selection 33.22 i J 
4 visual selection 34.06 j 
20 Mocross Surprise (F1). 
Check 36. 26 k 
19 Moreton Hybrid (Fl) •. 
Check 36.28 k 
first complete flower cluster is presented in Table 2. Dun-
can' a multiple range test for these data is found 1n Table 3. 
The significance among entries appears to be due to selection 
based upon visual evaluation, to selection on the basis of 
progeny tests and to the differences among checks. The ear-
liest strains tended to be those developed from selections 
based upon the F3 progeny test. 
The comparison of progenies of visual selections (group 
1) with those of plants selected on the basis of quantita-
tively determined performance (group 2 and 3), 1s highly sig-
nificant as shown by an F ratio of 9.01. This comparison 
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Ta.ble 4. Average earliness 1n number of days from field 
planting to first flower clus t er for F4 progenies 
of visually evaluated and quantitatively determined 
F3 selections 
Group Selection basis 
Groups 2 & 3 replicated trial 
Group l visual 
Mean 
earliness 
no . of days 
30. 14 
31 •. 56 
Least significant 
range 
1 . 27 
is shown 1n Table 4 by Dunoan •s test of grouped means . This 
t est shows t hat lines 1.n groups 2 and. 3, developed from quan-
t1tat1 vely det ermined selections •ithin the F3 replicated 
test, were s1gn1f1oantly earlier than the lines of group 1 , 
the progenies of visua l selections r.Tith1n that test . It ap-
pears therefore, that measurement and testing provide a mor e 
reliable ba sis for selecting this character. 
The comparison of group 3 (F3 remnant selected by progeny 
t est ) with group 2 (F3 selection for superior 11.nes and single 
plants ) also is highly s1gn1f1ea.nt as eho•n by an F ratio of 
9. ?. A comparison of group means in Table 5 shows a differ-
ence of 2 . 1? days for the two groups. The selection of early 
flowering on the basis of a progeny t est appears to be more 
effective than single plant selection , resulting in ea rlier 
flowering plants. Apparently- the ea rliness genes of a single 
plant a re s ubje ct to considerable environmental influence . 
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Table 5. Average earliness 1n number of days from field 
planting to first flower cl uster for F4 progenies 
of plants selected within superior F3 lines and 
of plants developed from r emnant seed or lines 
found sup er ior by progeny test 
Mean Least 
ea rliness s1gnif icant 
Group Selection basis no. of days range 
Group 3 Progeny test 28.69 
Group 2 Line and single pl ant 30 .86 1. 27 
Consequently, selection on the basis of a single pl a nt may be 
unreliable. A progeny t est, even 1n a n F3 generation, appears 
to reveal genetic differences that can be recovered through 
selection. This is reflected in a comparison of means of 
three strains w1th1n the progeny t est group . Strain 15, de-
veloped from a plant selected for superior offspring , is sig-
nificantly earlier than the other t wo strains. The means of 
these three strains a re shown in Table 6. Strain 15 1n add1-
t ion, 1s the earliest flowering of all strains shown in 
Table 3. 
The comparisons among pr ogenies of different F3 lines or 
between progenies of single plant selections within a given 
F3 line were not found to be statistically significant. The 
means for group 2 strai ns , the progenies of lines selected 
for early flowering , high yield, and large fruit are presented 
in Table 7. 
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Table 6. Average ea rliness in number of days from f1.eld 
planting to first cluster for F4 progenies of the 
three plants selected on the basis of an F3 progeny 





Select1 on basis 














Table 7. Average earliness in number of days from field 
planting to first flower cluster of F4_progen1es of 



















Although selection reduced the time from planting to 
first flower cluster, this reduction was not significant sta-
tistically. The six individual selecti ons 1n group 2 failed 
to show s i gnificant sup er1or1 ty of any one strain. Duncan 's 
test of single plant selection progeny means also does not re-
veal selection progress . These means are listed in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Average earliness in number of days from field 
planting to f 1rst flower cluster of F4 progenies 
of the six single plant a select ed. within superior 
F3 lines 
Single Mean 
Strain plant Line earliness Sign1f1-
no. selection selection no. Of days canoe L.S . R. 
12 highest earliest 
yielding flowering 29.93 a 
14 highest largest 
yielding fru1ted ~o . 38 a b 1. 27 
9 l a rgest highest 
fruited yieldi ng 30 .59 a b c l. 34 
11 l argest earliest 
fruited flower i ng 30 .88 a b c 1. 38 
10 earliest highest 
f lower1ng yielding 31.47 b c 1.41 
13 earliest largest 
flowering fruited 31. 88 e 1.44 
In general , line selection seemed t o have a. greater effect 
than did single plant selection . However, most of the dif-
ferences seemed to be due to the effects of environment. 
For example, the parent of strain 12 had been selected from 
an ea rly line . The progeny di d not, however , differ sig-
nificantly from progenies of lines not selected for earli-
ness (Strains 14 a nd 9) . At the same time , strain 12 
1s significantly earlier than strains 10 and 13 which were 
developed from the earliest single plants in lines of high 
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Table 9. Average earliness in number of a.a.ye from field 
planting to first flower cluster for F3 11nes and 
selections and for F4 progenies ln comparison with 
Fireball 
Selection Earliness in average no. of da:f:S to f 1rst flower 
group Mean of F3 ( 1960~ Mean of F4 progenies { 1961) 
Progeny test 23.30 28.70 
line 
Fireball 21.86 29.59 
Single plant 
selection 21.30 30.90 
Lines 22.90 30.90 
Visual 
selections 22 .00 31. 56 
Duncan's L. S. R. 1.27 
yield and large fruit size, respectively. In other words, se-
lection for early flowering on the basis of single plant per-
formance wi thin t he highest yielding and the largest fruited 
lines appeared to be ineffective. 
To study the progress res ulting from the different meth-
ods of selection, a. comparison between the group means of the 
1960 (F3 ) a nd the 1961 (F4 ) performance was made. The dif-
f erent group means and that of the check variety Fireball a.re 
represented in Table 9. The increased number of days to 
first flower shown for Fireball in 1961 relative to 1960 per-
formance is perhaps due to differing weather conditions. 
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These conditions also may have affected the group means . This 
comparison indicates tha t the most effective method for evalu-
ating earliness appears to be by a progeny t est. Strains se-
lected on the basis of progeny t est s app eared to be earlier 
t han Fireball , or at least similar in 1961. Other selection 
t echniques apparently resulted in little or no progress. 
Evaluation of early yield The variance analysis for 
early yield in pounds per plot is presented in Table 10. Dun-
ean 1 s multiple range t est for the means of early yield, ex-
pressed as tons per acre, is found in Table 11. The s1gnif1-
canoe among entires apparently resulted from variation among 
progenies of visually sele cted plant s , those selected on the 
basis of p rogeny test s , and among the ohecke. The earl1est-
yield1ng select ed strains were found to be those developed 
from plants chosen on the basis of a progeny test. It should 
be emphasized that F3 plants were selected for early flowering, 
not for early yield. A test of F4 strains for early yield , 
therefore, might r eflect the extent of correlation between 
early flower j.ng and early yield. A lack of c orrelation would , 
in t his instance, result in a poor mea s ure of selection 
progress. 
The comparison of progeni es of selections made visually 
(group 1) with those from selections based on replicated per-
formance (group 2 & 3) does not show any s1gn1f1oanc~as in-
dicated by an F ratio of 0.153. Th1 s comparison 1s represented 
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Table 10. Variance ana l ysis for 1961 early yield in pounds 
per plot 
Degrees of 
Source of variation freedom Mean square 
Replicates 3 
Entr1es 19 85.117** 
Visual selecti ons 7 74.707** 
Plant in line selection 5 18.412 
11 & 12 v s . 9 ,10 ,13 & 14 (1) 0 . 270 
9 & 10 vs . 13 & 14 (1) 19.803 
11 vs . 12 ( 1) 22.781 
13 vs . 14 ( 1) 31. 204 
9 vs. 10 ( 1) 18.000 
Remnants 2 187.?63** 
15 vs . 16 & 17 (1) 372. 881** 
16 vs. 17 ( 1) 2 .645 
Group comparison 
Checks v s . others ( 1) 52.905* 
Groupe l vs . 2 & 3 ( 1) 1.650 
Group 2 vs . 3 ( l) 1.96? 
Checks 2 285. 086iH• 
Error 57 
Total 79 
*Significant a t the 5% level. 
**Significant at the 1% level . 
- --> 
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Table 11. Mean early yield in tons per acre for F4 pro ~enies 
of seventeen F3 selections and for three check 
varieties 
Strain 
no. Basis for selection Mean S1gn1f1cs.n<: :·~ 
18 Fireball. check 3.48 a 
1 visual selection 2.69 b 
5 visual selection 2 . 68 b 
17 remnant seed , progeny su-
perior for yield 2.50 b 
1e remnant seed , progeny su-
per1or for fruit size 2.36 b e 
9 largest fruited selection 
in highest yielding line 2. 19 c d 
2 visual selection 2.11 c d 
12 highest yielding selec-
t1on in earliest flower-
ing line 2.01 c d e 
19 Moret on Hybrid (Fl). 
Check 1 . 96 d e 
14 Highest yielding selec-
t1on in largest fruited 
line 1 . 92 d e t 
10 largest f ruited selection 
in highest yielding line 1.73 e f g 
6 visual selection 1 . 59 f g h 
8 visual selection 1 . 52 g h 1 
11 largest fruited selection 
in earliest flmPler1ng 
line 1 . 50 g h 
*Values. with an alphabetic let t er 1n common do not dif-
fer s1gn1f1cantly by using Duncan ' s multiple range test. 
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Table 11 (Continued). 
Strain 
no. Bas1s for selection 
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13 Earliest flowering selec-
tion in largest fruited 
line 
3 visual selection 
7 visual selection 
4 visual selection 
20 Mocross Surprise (F1 ). 
Gheek 
15 remnant seed, progeny su-
perior for earliness 
Mean S1gn1f1oance* 
1.32 h 1 J 
1. 23 1 J k 
1.15 j k 
1.11 J k 
0.94 k 1 
0.66 l 
in Table 12 by Duncan's test of grouped means. Selection for 
early flowering on the basis of replicated evaluation does 
not appear to be efficient 1n i mproving early yield. Both 
means were inferior to the mean of the variety Fireball (3.48 
T/A) which is the early standard desired by the grower. No 
significant difference appeared between the means of these 
two general groups and the mean of the Moreton Hybrid (1.96 
T/A) which also served as a check for earliness. 
No s1gn1ficance was found in a comparison of progenies 
of plants selected. from superior lines (group 2) with the 
group developed from remnants of su.perio_r progenies (group 3) 
as shown by an F ratio of 0.183. The d1ffere.nce bet·ween the 
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Table 12. Mean early yield in tons per acre for F4 progenies 
of visually evaluated and quantitatively determined 
F3 selections 
Mean earliness 
Group Selection basis tons/acre 







Mean early yield in tons per acre for 
ot plants selected within superior F3 
plants developed from remnant seed of 
superior by progeny test 
Mean earliness 
Selection basis tons/a cre 
progeny test 1.85 





F 4 progen1 es 






t~~ means was not more than o.07 tons per acre (Table 13). 
These results suggest that selection for earliness in the F3 
generation on the basis of early flowering 1s difficult. Al-
though the progeny t est group resulted in a higher mean than 
was shown by the group developed from superior si.ngle plants, 
the difference 1s too small to be considered as an efficient 
gain. Thie perhaps would not be true 1f strain 15 were nor-







Mean early yield in tons per acre for F4 progenies 
of three plants selected on the basis of an F3 















ness by the progeny test, 1ts mean early yield was low in com-
pa.rison w1 th that ot strains 16 and 17. This probably was due 
to the effect of a large number of dwarf plants and to the 
high incidence of disease 1n strain 15. The means of the 3 
strains within the progeny t eat group are indicated 1n Table 
14. The early yield of this group definitely was reduced by 
the inferior performance of strain 15. Although the dwarfs 
of this strain may have been early floweri ng, the1r yield ca-
pao1 ty was low, and th1s poor yield 1e reflected in the mean. 
Th1s effect of one strain may suggest that selection on t he 
basis of early generation progeny test under normal circum-
stances could be effective. 
Comparis ons among means of progenies of superior F3 lines 
in group 2 or between progenies of the selections within a 
given line do not show stat1st1oal significance. The mean 
early yiel d of these strains, showing the effect of line 
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Table 15. Mean early yield in tons per acre of F4 progenies or plants selected within three superior F0 lines 
Least 
Mean earliness significant 
Line Strain no. tons/acre range 
Highest yielding 9 & 10 1.96 
Earliest flowering 11 & 12 1.76 0.:321 
Largest fruited 13 & 14 1 .62 0.339 
selection, is listed 1n Table 15. Selection for early fl ow-
ering on the basis of line performance was not effective 1n 
i mproving early yiel d in this F4 generation. Selection of 
hi gh total yield resulted in a higher early yield than did 
selection for early flowering, although this difference was 
not significant. 
The progenies of the six i ndividual single plant selec-
ti ons within group 2 were compared using Duncan's test. No 
single strain appeared to be superior as shown in Table 16. 
Although there may be a significant difference between the 
t wo strains developed from a given line , this difference did 
not favor single plant selection for early flowering. The 
strains from p l ants selected for early flowering within the 
highest yielding and largest fruited lines were inferior to 
those strains not involving selection for earliness. Two 
factors appear to be involved. First , these dat a indicate 
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Table 16. Mean early yield in tons per acre for F4 progenies 
of the six single plants selected within superior 
F3 lines 
Single Mean 
Strain plant L1ne earliness S1gn1:t'i-
no. selection selection tons/acre cance L.S. R. 
9 largest highest 
fruited yielding 2.19 a 
12 highest earliest 
yielding flowering 2.01 a b .321 
14 highest largest 
yielding :fruited 1.92 b c • 339 
10 earliest highest 
flowering yielding 1.73 c d • 349 
11 largest earliest 
:fruited flowering 1.50 d e • 357 
13 earliest largest 
flowering :fruited 1. 32 e • 363 
that early flowering and early yield are not highly correlated. 
Therefore, selection on the basis of the former is not neces-
sarily reflected 1n progeny performance of the latt er. Sec-
ondly, yield 1e a character influenced markedly by environ-
ment, and selection therefore is most difficult on the basis 
of single plant p erformance.. It is perhaps more reliable on 
the basis of line performance. 
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Selection for fruit s1ze 
The a.nalysie of variance for fruit size is presented in 
Table 17. Duncan's multiple range test fer these data 1s 
shown 1n Table 18. Significance among entries does not ap-
pear to be confined to any g1ven group, although the largest 
fruited strains appeared to be progenies of single plant se-
lections within superior lines. 
The comparison of average fruit size of progenies of 
visually selected plants (group 1) with that of material se-
lected on the basis of measured performance {group 2 & 3) is 
highly significant. The F ratio was found to be 19.97. The 
s1gn1f1cance is shown in Table 19 by the difference between 
the mean of group l and the combined average of groups 2 and 
3. The results indicate that evaluation of fruit size through 
replicated tests may provide a more reliable bas1e for seleo-
t1on than would be possible without such tests. 
The comparison of group 3 with group 2 also was found 
to be highly significant with an F value of 59.57. The dif-
ference between group means is .065 (Table 20). Selection of 
fruit size on the basis of line and single plant performance 
appears to be very effective in accelerating improvement of 
fruit size. Within group 3, the small fruit size of strain 
15 may have been influenced by the large number of dwarfs. 
However, selection on the basis of the progeny test results 
di d not seem to be very effective as shown by performance of 
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Table 17. Analysis of variance of 1961 average fruit size in 
pounds per fruit 




Single plant and line selection 
13 & 14 vs. 9,10,11 & 12 
9 & 10 vs . 11 & 12 
13 vs. 14 
11 vs. 12 
9 vs. 10 
Remnant s 
16 vs. 15 & 17 
15 vs . 17 
Group comparisons 
Checks vs. others 
Group 1 vs. 2 & 3 




*Significant at. the 5% level. 








































Table 18. Mean s1ze in pounds per fruit for F4 progenies of 











Bas1s for selection 
Mocroes Surprise (F1). 
Check 





highest yielding selection 
1n largest fruited line . 342 
earliest flowering selec-
tion in largest fruited 
line . 312 
largest fruited selection 
in highest yielding line .302 
earliest flowering selec-
t ion in highest yielding 
11ne .270 
visual selection • 268 
11 largest fruited selection 
in earliest flowering 
line • 266 
6 visual selection . 261 
a visual selection . 259 
17 remnant seed, progeny su-
perior for yield • 255 
12 highest yielding selection 
in earliest flowering line.248 













e f g 
f g 
*Values with an alphabetic letter in eommon do not dif-
f er significantly by using Duncan' s multiple range test. 
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Table 18 (Continued). 
Strain 
no . Bas1s for selection Mean Significance* 
7 visual selection • 238 g h 
16 remnant seed, progeny su-
perior for fruit size . 236 g h 
l visual sel ection • 233 g h 1 
18 Fireball. Check . 222 h 1 j 
3 visual eelect1on • 218 1 J 
2 visual selection • 215 J 
15 remnant seed, progeny su-
perior for earliness . 184 k 
Table 19 . Mean size 1n pounds per fruit for F progenies of 
visually evaluated and quant1tativeiy determined 
F3 selections 
Group 












the other strains . The mean of strain 16, which was developed 
from a large frui t ed eeleot1on , was less than that of strain 
17, which did not involve selection for fruit size. The mean 
of strain 16 also was inferior to the mean of all strains in 
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Table 20. Mean size 1n pounds p~r fruit for F4 progenies of 
plants selected within superior F3 lines and of 
plants developed from remnant seed of lines found 




Selection ba sis 










Table 21. Mean size in pounds per fruit for F4 progenies of 
the three plants selected on the ba sis of a.n F3 






highest yiel ding 
largest fruited 











Table 22 . Mean size in pounds per fruit for F4 progenies of 
pl ants selected within three superior F3 lines 
Line 
Largest fruited 
Highest yieldi ng 
Ear l i est flowering 
Stra in no. 
13 & 14 
9 & 10 












group 2. The means of the three strains of the progeny t est 
group a re pr esent ed 1n Table 21. 
The comparisons among means of progenies from the three 
lines (group 2) are significant as shown in Table 22. These 
dat a show that t he offspring of plants selected from a large 
fruited line tend to be large fruited . Selection on the basis 
of line superiority in early generati ons , ther efore , appears 
to be very r eliabl e . 
Within group 2, s i ngl e p l ants select ed for earliness and 
yield within the largest fruited line were found to produce 
offspring with the largest size. Within lines sel ect ed for 
high yi el d and early flowering, respectively , selection of 
fruit size also resulted 1n measurable gain. The means of 
the progen1es of six s1ngle plant selections are shown 1n 
Table 23. It appeared t hat selection of superior single 
plants w1 thin each line aceelera.ted i mprovement of thi s char-
acter. Although differe,nces among lines were larger, some 
variability among the 1ndividua.l plant s within a 11ne still 
was evident. In addition, selection f or these differences 
was effective. 
All methods of selection appeared to result 1n a s1gn1f-
1eant gain in fruit size relative to the mean of t he variety 
Fireball. This 1s shown ( Table 24) 1n the compari son of 
1960 ana. 1961 group means with the mean of Fireball. Since 
the fruit size of Fireball should be genotypically stable, 
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Table 23. Mean size in .pounds per :fruit of F4 progenies of 
the si x single plant s selected within superior F3 
lines 
Single 
Strain plant L1ne Mean s ize S1gn1f1-
no. selection selection lbs/fruit canee L . S. R. 
14 highest largest 
yielding fruited • 342 a 
13 earliest largest 
flower ing fruited • 312 b . 0156 
9 largest highest 
fruited yielding • 302 b .0164 
10 earliest hignest 
flowering yielding • 270 0 .0169 
11 largest earliest 
fruit ed flowering . 266 c . 0173 
12 hi ghest earli est 
yielding flowering . 248 d . 0176 
Table 24. Mean size in pounds per fruit for the F3 selected 
groups and their F4 progeny as compared with the 
performance of Fireball in 1960 and 1961 
Group 
Single plant selections 
Line selections 
Visual selections 
Progeny test selections 
Fireball 

















the redueed s i ze in 1961 may be attributed to d1ffer1ng en-
vironmental eff ects. However, other genotypes also might be 
affected by these conditions . Considering this yearly eff ect, 
the selected means showed definite i mprovement. 
The 1nte,rrelationsh1ps among characters resulting from 
various selection pressures clearly influenced the fruit s i ze 
data. Selection for earliness resulted in a decrease 1n fruit 
size. In contrast , selection for yield resulted in fairly 
stable fruit size. This trend was observed 1n strains repre-
senting selection based on progeny test, on line performance, 
and on superior performance of single plants wi thin lines. 
For example, a singl e plant seleeted for earliness within the 
largest fruited line showed smaller size in its offspring 
than di d the other plant, seleoted for high yield. 
Selection for yield 
The analysis of variance f or total fruit weight is pre-
sented in Table 25. The means of strains were compared using 
Duncan's multiple range test and are listed 1n Table 26. The 
significance among entries seems to be due to differences 
among strains developed from visual selections ; as well as 
those derived from progeny test selections , and among the 
checks . The highest yi elding selected strains, however, ap-
peared to be progenies of s ingle plant selections from su-
perior lines . 
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Table 25. Variance analysi s of 1961 total yield 1n pounds 
per plot 





Visual selections 7 
S.;.ngle pl ant and l ine ael eot1 on 5 
9 & 10 vs . 11,12,13 & 14 
11 & 12 vs . 13 & 14 
9 vs. 10 
11 vs . 12 
13 vs. 14 
Remnant s 
17 vs. 15 & 16 
15 vs. 16 
Group c omparisons 
Cheek vs. others 
Group 1 vs. 2 & 3 




*Si gnificant a t t he 5% level. 
































<. 1G . 14& / 
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Table 26. Mean y1eld in tons per acre for F~ progenies of 
seventeen F3 selections and for tnree check 
varieties 
Strain 
no. Basis for selection Mean S1gn1ficanoe* 
20 Mocross Surprise (F1 ). 
Check 39.·39 a 
19 Moreton Hybrid (F1 ). 
Check 32.13 b 
14 highest yielding selection 
in largest fruit1ed line 22.03 c 
9 largest fruited selection 
in highest yielding line 20,89 d 
2 visual selection 20.34 d 
13 earliest flowering selec-
t1on in largest fruited 
line 20.25 d 
8 visual selection 18.26 e 
3 visual selection 18 .25 e 
1 visual selection 17.20 e r 
10 earliest flowering selec-
ti on in highest yielding 
line 17.09 e r 
16 remnant seed progeny su-
per1or for fruit size 16.75 e .f 
12 . highest yi elding selection 
1n earliest flowering line 16.35 f g 
17 remnant seed progeny su-
per1or for field 15.47 f g 
*Values with an alphabet10 letter in common do not dif• 
fer significantly by using Duncan's mult1ple range test. 
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Basis for selection 
v1sual selection 
largest fruited selection 
Mean 
14.60 










remnant seed progeny su-














The comparison of the mean of progenies of plants se-
lected visually (group 1) with the progeny mean of plants se-
lected on the basis of quant1tat1vely determined performance 
(groups 2 and 3) is not significant (F = 3. 43). The same re-
sult is represented in Table 27 by Duncan's test of grouped 
means. 
The comparison bet ween the means of group 3 and group 2 
1s highly significant as shown by an F ratio of 39 .42. Group 
3 was found to have the lowest value among all group means. 
The mean of group 2 exceeded that of group 3 by 5.78 tons per 
acre, a highly s1gn1f1 cant d1fferen~.e ·as measured by Duncan's 
multiple range test. This difference showH that selection 
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Table 27. Mean yield in tons per acre for F4 progenies of 
visually evaluated and quantitatively determined 
F3 selections 
Group 













based upon line and single plant performance seems to be ef-
feoti ve in i mproving yield. Some progress may r esult from 
single plant selection, depending upon the ability of the 
breeder to recognize genetic var1at1on. Selection of a su-
perior plant within the best line may help 1n retaining ge-
netic variation more than any method. This response is sug-
gested by a high mean yield of group 2 as compared with other 
selection groups in Table 28. Strain 15 again was responsible 
for decreasing the mean of group 3 as shown by data in Table 
29. This effect of strain 15 in turn probably depressed the 
mean of all statistically developed strains to 16.61. It is 
probable that this reduction affected the comparison between 
visual selection and statistical selection based upon meas ure-
ment of F0 performance. 
The comparisons of progenies of lines selected for yield 














Mean yield in tons per acre for F4 progenies or 
plants selected within superior F3 lines and of 
plants developed from remnant seed of lines found 
superior by progeny test 1n comparison with that 
of visually developed plants 
Least 
sign1f icant 
Selection basis Mean yield range 
line and single plant 18~49 
visual 15.38 1. 69 
progeny test 12.71 1.78 
Mean yield in tons per acre for F4 progenies of 
the three plants selected on the oasis of an F3 
progeny test (group 3) 
Selection basis 












fruit size are not significant, as indicated by an F value of 
0.441. In contrast, a s1gnif1oant comparison is shown between 
the offspring of the 11ne selected for earlines~ and the prog-
eny of the large fruited line (F value of 25.70). By using 
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Table 30. Mean yiel d in tons per acre of the F4 progenies of 
plants selected within three superior F3 lines 
Least 
significant 
L1ne Strain no. Mean yield range 
Largest fruited 13 & 14 21.54 
Highest yielding 9 & 10 18.99 1.69 
Earliest floweri ng 11 & 12 14.94 1.78 
Table 31. Mean yield in tons per a cre for the F4 progenies 
of six s ingle plants selected within superior F3 
lines 
Single 
Strain plant Line Mean yield S1gn1f1-
no. selection selection tons/acre oance L. S. R. 
14 highest largest 
yielding fruited 22.83 a 
9 largest highest 
fruited yielding 20.89 b 1. 69 
13 earliest l argest 
floweri ng fruited 20. 34 b 1.78 
10 earliest highest 
floweri ng yielding 17.09 c 1.84 
12 highest ea.l."11est 
yiel ding flowering 16.76 c 1. 88 
11 largest ear l iest 
fruited flowering 13.53 d 1.91 
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Duncan's multiple range test to compare these means, some sig-
nificant differences appeared. These results are present ed in 
Table 30. 
A comparison of the s1x strains in group 2 (Table 31) 
showed that the yield of strain 14 exceeded that of the rest. 
The pa.rental line of this strain was h1gh yielding in the F3 
trial. Strain 12, developed from a selection for yield within 
the earliest line, was significantly higher 1n yield than 
strain 11, the progeny of a selection for fruit size within 
the same line. In general , single plant selection appeared 
to be success ful in maintaining a high level of yield or im-
proving 1t. 
The progress resulting fr·om each selection method 1s 
shown in Table 32 by a comparison of 1960 (F3 ) means with the 
1961 {F4) means . The variety Fireball was used as a cheek. 
These data show tha.t all methods of selection resulted in some 
gain in yield relative to the mean of the variety Fireball . 
Selection from superior lines appeared to result 1n definite 
i mprovement from 1960 to 1961. Within superior lines, single 
plant evaluation might further i mprove progeny performance as 
shown in Table 32. V1su.al selection resulted in relat ively 
good gain , and it may be considered as a practical and easy 
method of selection for high yield in large populations. The 
ability to reoognize high yield without t ests , however, may 
depend on the type of plant and its growth habit. 
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Table 32. Mean yield 1n tons per a cre for the F3 select ed 
groups and their F4 progenies as compared with the 
performance of Fireball in 1960 a nd 1961 
Selection group 
Single plant selections 
Lines 
Vi sual selections 
Progeny t est 
Fireball 




9 . 37 
10.74 
18 . 49 
18.49 
15.38 
1 2 . 71 
11.35 
1.69 
Another f actor 1n the 1nt erpreta.t1on of yield dat a con• 
cerns interrelationships among character under selection 
pressure. Selection for earliness reduced the mean yield. 
In contrast , select ion for fruit s i ze resulted 1n a fairly 
stable yield, or perhaps in a sli ght i mprovement. These ef-
fects were consistently noted in t he data. 
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CONCLU.SIONS 
The effects of selection in early generations ·i mproving 
three economic characters agree olosely with the results ob-
tained by Peirce and Currence (32). The inheritance of earli-
ness is not simple, and its her1t ab111ty appears to be moder-
ately low. Early flowering and early yield are not highly 
correlated. Early flowering appeared to be more simply in-
herited, possibly governed by a fewer number of genes than 
early yi eld. Fruit size was easily evaluated in early genera-
tions, reflecting 1ts rela.tively simple inheritance . Yield 
seems to be a very complicated character. However , some pro-
gress apparently can be .made for yield through early selection 
and test i ng. 
Earliness 
Early flowering Heredity of early flowering 1s great-
ly modified by environmental factors. This genetic- environ-
mental interaction results in some difficulty in recognizing 
genetic superiority. 
Although some comparisons of F4 data were found to be 
statistically significant , there are certain considerations 
that affect the practical a1gn1f1cance of the results. Peirce 
(31) has estimated the heritability of early flowering a.s 
38. 67% in the F2 of one cros'·S. One would expect this value 
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to be reduced in the F3 and in successive generations. The 
differences in thi s trial , which were found to be significant 
statistically, represent a very small amount of phenotypic 
progress. This may reflect a meager amount of genetic advance. 
Visual evaluation as a basis for selection can be considered · 
the control treatment, since it is the standard method used by 
tomato breeders. It 1s recognized that skill is involved 1n 
visual selection and that results might differ according to 
breeder's standard of excellence. The means of the other t wo 
groups showed earlier flowering than did the mean of strains 
developed from visual selection. However, this difference 
would not necessarily indicate that selection as described for 
these groups was more efficient than visual selection, since 
1t involves muoh more time, labor and expense . However , it is 
less subject to 1nd1v1dual preference and might t herefore give 
relatively consistent response. 
These data did suggest, however, that an early generation 
progeny t est will result in a more or1t1cal evaluation of ma-
terial than could be achieved by other methods. The results 
also show that some earliness genes apparently are lost in se-
lection, unless a great deal of pressure is applied to maintain 
them. 
Early :£1eld Selection for early flowering did not 
assure an early yield. Apparently early flowering- and early 
yield are not highly correlated. Furthermore , early yield 
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apparently 1a affected to a greater degree by environmental 
factors. 
Fruit size 
Fruit size appeared to be easy to evaluate in an early 
generation of this hybrid population. Oons1der1ng the mean 
size of the variety Fireball in both 1960 and 1961 trials , 
all methods of selection, including vi sual selection, resulted 
in i mproved fruit size. The largest fruits were from progenies 
of selections based on super1or line performance. 
The inheritance of this character can be considered rela-
tively simple as reflec,ted by its heritability. Peirce (31) 
estima ted the heritability of fruit size to be 75,% in the F2 
of one cross . This would tend to be reduced 1n the F3 and in 
subsequent generations, since additive genetic variance is re-
duced through selfing and selection. The differences, which 
were found to be statistically si gnificant, would appear to 
rep resent an appreciable amount of genetic progress. Environ• 
mental factors apparently do not restrict selection efficiency. 
Visual evaluation also resulted in some progress and may be 
practiced successfully. 
The interrelationships among characters studied affected 
the selection results tor fruit size. Select ion for earliness 
resulted in a reduced fruit size. The highest yielding selec-
tion resulted in fairly stable fruit size. This agrees w1th 
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genetic correlations reported by Pe1rce a nd Currence (32 ). 
In the research by Pelrce and Currence, a positive oorrelat1on 
C+. 353) was shown between the number of degree da.ys to fir s t 
ripe fruit and the fruit size. As a consequence , a decreane 
1n the number of days to maturity was accompanied by some re-
duction in fruit size. The correlation between fruit size and 
yi eld was found to be a positive value <+-117). This valu.e 
suggests that selection for h1ghy1eld will result in a. stable 
or slightly increased fruit size. 
Yield 
Yield 1s a charact er ·with a complicated inheritance pat-
t ern. Many environmental factors interact with the genotyp1c 
variation to i mpose difficulty 1n determining true yield. p o-
t ential . The heritability of yi el d 1 s not high. Peirce ( 31) 
found her1tab111ty for yield t o be 39.44% 1n the F2 of one 
cross. Since gen et1c d.ifferences among plants may be masked 
by environmental influences , selection of high yielding plants 
1n the early generation or a hybrid popul ation is unlikely to 
be accurate. However , certa in plant types may exhibit a com-
ponent o:t' yield that permits a t least partially successful 
selection. 
The res~lt of this trial indi cated that high y1 eld could 
be maintained t hrough selecti on. All plant s t ested in 1961 
were compact determinates 1n which the concentration of fruit 
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set is ohara oter1st1c. This t endency may a1d in evaluat i ng 
and selecting for yield. 
The interrelationshi ps among chara cters affected selec-
tion for yield . Selection for earliness resulted in r eduction 
of mean yield. Thia relationship di d not a gree with the re-
sults reported by Peirce and Currence (32) show1ng a pos1t1ve 
correlat i on between earliness and yield. 
l ationsh1p could be expected to cha.nge 1 
However , t his re-
d1fferent latitudes. 
In northern areas, earliness may be an i portant component or 
high yield . This would t end to be a sma ler f a ctor in a reas 
of longer growing season. 
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SUMMARY 
An experiment was conducted to comp re several methods or 
selection for earliness , fruit size and ield in an early gen-
eration of a. tomato cross. Three groups were originally se-
lected by different methods from the F3 generation of the cross 
NeEp-3X Early Chatham. Group 1 consisted of progenies of 8 
single plants selected visually without egard to f1eld loca-
tion or line. Group 2 1ncluded progen1e of six plants se-
lected from superior F3 lines. Group 3 tncluded .three strains 
developed ~rom plants selected on the ba is of superior prog• 
I 
eny. These l? strains and 3 checks ( gro 4) were replicated 
four times in a randomized block design . 
Yield was measured a,s the total we1 ripe fruit in 
pounds . Earliness was estimated by the of days from 
transplanting to the production of the f rat cluster, and by 
the weight of ripe fruit for each plot uf to and inc l uding 
the date on wh1eh each plot produced at least one ripe fruit. 
Fruit size represented the total weight ier plot divided by 
total number of fruit. 
The results of comparisons among within groups led 
to a. number of conclusions relating to t e ef fieiency of dif-
ferent methods of seleat1on. These are s follows: 
1. Selection for early flowering op the basis of an 
early generation progeny test w~s s uggested to pro-
2. 
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v1de a more cr1t1aal evaluation than could be achieved 
by other methods. This method i nvolved the use ot 
I 
remnant F3 seed of those F3 11n's found to be superior. 
The flowering ~ate and early yi ld apparently were 
not correlated. 
For evaluating fruit s1ze, seleJt1on within superior 
lines was found to be an e:ffecttve method. All meth-
ods, however, resulted 1n some a 1n over the check. 
3 . The most effeotive method for 1 roving yield was 
found to be through selection o superior plants 
within the highest yielding 11n • In terms of labor 
4. 
and expense, however, visual se ect1on of certain 
plant types may be more eff1c1eft. 
The interrelationships among ch.$.racters affected the 
response of these characters to selection. Selection 
for earliness tended to reduce oth yield and fruit 
size. Selection for fruit size improved total yield. 
Careful selection pressure for ~11 characters con-
currently was felt to be justifled by the results. 
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